UNDERWRITING LEVELS

PREMIER | $5,000
Your business gets a year of exposure in the First Position Square Banner space which appears sitewide and a comparable position in the monthly SJI email newsletter.

MAJOR | $2,000
Your business gets a year of exposure in the Second Position Square Banner space which appears sitewide and a comparable position in the monthly SJI email newsletter.

PRESENTING | $500
Your business gets a year of exposure in the Footer Banner space which appears sitewide and a comparable position in the monthly SJI email newsletter.

ADDITIONAL UNDERWRITING OPPORTUNITIES

THE LEADERS IN JOURNALISM PROGRAM

In keeping with our commitment to high-quality journalism, we have partnered with the VII Association to bring some of the world’s preeminent photographers from VII Photo Agency to Telluride. The goal is to take our online explorations into the community, and add vibrant and diverse points of view to the conversation. Visiting journalists will contribute a local story to the San Juan Independent, present some of their work at a Leaders in Journalism Lecture and be the guest of honor at a cocktail reception and a family-style dinner.

MAJOR | $2,000
Your logo appears on the poster and all other printed promotional materials. You receive thanks and gratitude throughout the event and two tickets to the family-style dinner.

PRESENTING | $500
Join the Wilkinson Public Library as a Presenting Sponsor! Your logo appears on the poster and all other printed promotional materials. You receive thanks and gratitude throughout the event. Your logo appears on the sjindependent.org visiting journalists page from the beginning of the current promotion to the beginning of the next promotion.

SUPPORTING | $200
Your logo appears on the poster and all other printed promotional materials. You receive thanks and gratitude throughout the event.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

ALEC JACOBSON, DIRECTOR | PARTNER
802.578.6339  ALEC@SJINDEPENDENT.ORG